In this article we investigate the automorphism group of an asymptotically optimal tower of function fields introduced by Garcia and Stichtenoth. In particular we provide a detailed description of the decomposition group of some rational places. This group acts on the algebraic-geometric standard codes obtained by the Garcia-Stichtenoth tower exceeding the GilbertVarshamov bound. The fields fixed by the decomposition groups form an asymptotically optimal non-Galois subtower, which has been first found by Bezerra and Garcia and yields an improvement for computing codes above the Gilbert-Varshamov bound. In this article we also describe its proportionality to the Garcia-Stichtenoth tower and obtain new precise results on its rational places and their Weierstraß semigroups.
Introduction
The celebrated theorem of Tsfasman, Vladut and Zink (1982) states the existence of modular curves with optimal asymptotic quotient of the number of rational places to genus, but the proof was not constructive. Only in the nineties Garcia and Stichtenoth discovered explicit descriptions of towers of function fields with this asymptotical optimal behaviour [4, 5] . In coding theory these towers are of great interest because one can obtain (asymptotically) long codes strictly above the Gilbert-Varshamov bound. In this article we deal with the norm-trace tower T m = K(x 0 , . . . , x m ) introduced in [5] with constant field K = F q 2 defined by the relations The rational pole P ∞ of x 0 , . . . , x m is in the focus of coding theoretic applications, because one can obtain the above mentioned codes by using the RiemannRoch spaces L(P t ∞ ) with t ∈ N. A subgroup of the automorphism group of these codes is given by the decomposition group G m (P ∞ ) = {σ ∈ Aut(T m /K) : σ(P ∞ ) = P ∞ } of P ∞ . In this article we will compute G m (P ∞ ) and a subgroup of Aut(T m /K) properly containing G m (P ∞ ) which we conjecture to be the entire automorphism group of the norm-trace tower. For m = 1 this coincides with the result of Aleschnikov [1] . In this article we verify our conjecture for m = 2 in odd characteristic and m = 2, 3, 4 in even characteristic. Furthermore we describe the subtower formed by the fixed fields of G m (P ∞ ) which has some interesting applications in coding theory. This article is organized as follows. In sections 2, 3 and 5 we compute the automorphism group G m := Aut(T m /K) via its action on the rational places in T m /K. First we determine the stabilizer of P ∞ which is the decomposition group G m (P ∞ ). It turns out that its order and its structure do not depend on m (at least for m ≥ 2).
Theorem 0.1. The decomposition group G m (P ∞ ) has order |G m (P ∞ )| = q(q − 1) for q odd or m = 1 q 2 (q − 1) for q even and m ≥ 2.
Then we determine several conjugated places Q of P ∞ and the corresponding automorphisms τ with τ (Q) = P ∞ . These places can be described easily and in combination with Theorem 0.1 we can establish a lower bound for the cardinality of Aut(T m /K). 4 (q − 1) for q even and m ≥ 3.
Thus we have specified a subgroup of G m properly containing G m (P ∞ ) which we conjecture to be the entire automorphism group of the norm-trace tower T m /K. For m = 1 and q = 2 this is the result of Aleschnikov [1] . In the final section 5 we present our proof for the sharpness of the bounds of Theorem 0.2 for m = 2 and m = 2, 3, 4 for even q respectively. In summary we obtain Theorem 0.3. The automorphism group of the norm-trace tower
2 (q − 1) for q ≥ 4 even and m = 1 q 3 (q 2 − 1) for q ≥ 4 even and m = 2 2q 4 (q − 1) for q ≥ 4 even and m = 3, 4.
In order to establish the proof of Theorem 0.3, we investigate the fixed fields of the exhibited automorphisms, which are interesting in their own right. The focus is on the subtower Z m /K of T m /K, which is formed by the fixed fields of G m (P ∞ ). It is also an asymptotically optimal tower since all subtowers of T m /K are optimal by [5] . First it has been found and described by Bezerra and Garcia in 2004 [3] and then independently by the author in 2006 [6] , who has not been aware of [3] . Both descriptions of Z m /K differs in their approach. Bezerra and Garcia gave a recursion formula for an asymptotically optimal non-Galois tower and stated its relation to the norm-trace tower at the end with [3, Remark 1] . Vice versa the author used the Galois correspondence to obtain the description of Z m /K. Anyway, the author choose to provide a complete presentation of the latter approach in section 4 for those readers, who might have interests in it. Theorem 4.4 and most results of Proposition 4.2 are already proven in [3] . But we will obtain more precise results on the number of rational places with Theorem 4.3 and their Weierstraß semigroups with Theorem 4.5, which both are not given in [3] . In particular we observe the following proportionality of the here-called decomposition tower to the norm-trace tower. We call Z m /K decomposition tower of height m. It has properties that are proportional with factor q − 1 to the corresponding properties of the norm-trace tower T m /K as follows.
with ε * m = 0 for odd q or m = 1, ε * 2 = q and ε * m = 2q for even q and m ≥ 3. For m ≫ 0 this number satifies
The ratio N 1 (Z m /K)/g(Z m /K) of the number of rational places and the genus is slightly better than N 1 (T m /K)/g(T m /K) and significantly better for m = 1, 2. Therefore the standard codes in Z m /K lie above the Gilbert-Varshamov bound and are also better than the codes in T m /K. Furthermore the codes in Z m /K can be computed faster than those in T m /K since the genus of Z m /K is smaller than the genus of T m /K.
Notation and Preliminaries
We assume that the reader is familiar with [5, 7, 2] , because many assertions are deduced by properties of the norm-trace tower exhibited in these articles. Throughout this article K denotes a finite field F q 2 of quadratic order. The fibres {a ∈ K : a q + a = c} of c by the trace from K to F q is denoted by A c . For c = 0 we write A = A 0 and A × = A\{0}. The ramification index, relative degree and decomposition index (the number of extensions) of a place P|P ∩F in an extension E/F are denoted by e P (E/F ), f P (E/F ) and r P (E/F ) respectively. In order to avoid some case distinctions we define ε = 1 for odd q or m = 1 and ε = 2 for even q and m ≥ 2. 
For the proof of Proposition 1.1 see [5] . Statement (d) is of interest in conjunction with Proposition 5.3. We denote the pole of x q−1 0 + 1 = a∈A × (x 0 − a) by P ∞ and its zeros by P a . For each m ≥ 0 there is exactly one pole of x 0 and exactly one zero of x 0 − a with a ∈ A × respectively. If we intend to stress the membership of these places in T m we denote these places with an additional index m, i.e. P ∞,m or P a,m . The zero of x m − b for b ∈ A is totally ramified in 
rational places with ε m = 0 for odd q or m = 1, ε 2 = q(q − 1) and ε m = 2q(q − 1) for even q and m ≥ 3.
Statement (a) is proved in [5] . A proof of statement (b) for odd characteric and further references are given in [2] . 
For the proof of Proposition 1.3 see [7] .
The Decomposition Group of P ∞
For the rest of the article we present the new results on the automorphism group of T m /K. In this section we determine the decomposition group of P ∞ .
Theorem 2.1 (Decomposition group of P ∞ ).
The decomposition group G m (P ∞ ) of P ∞,m has order
It is isomorphic to a semi-direct product
A ε ⋊ F × q ,
where its structure is determined by the form of its elements given below. Any
One easily verifies that the stated maps are automorphisms of T m /K and that they form a semi-direct product as specified. So it remains to verify that every automorphism of T m /K fixing P ∞ is of the form above. Let σ be an automorphism with σ(P ∞ ) = P ∞ . Then the Riemann-Roch space L(P q m ∞ ) is also invariant under the action of σ. By Proposition 1.3 it is spanned by 1 and x 0 . So we get
Furthermore the divisor of x q−1 0 + 1 is invariant under the action of σ as well, because its support contains exactly the totally ramified places of T m /T 0 by Proposition 1.1. Indeed, every place σ(P a ) satisfies
and therefore σ(P a ) is totally ramified in T m /T 0 and hence also a zero of x
Comparing the coefficients of
we get ed = 0 and c q = ec = c which implies d = 0 and c q−1 = e = 1. So every automorphism σ ∈ G m (P ∞ ) has the properties σ(x 0 ) = cx 0 with c ∈ F × q . and
Hence we get
This function is constant and equals a constant a satisfying a q + a = 0. Hence we get σ(x 1 ) = cx 1 + a with a ∈ A.
In particular we have proved our hypothesis for m = 1.
Case I: Let q be odd and m ≥ 2. Suppose a = 0. Then σ(x 1 ) has only nonrational zeros, because c −1 a ∈ A × holds and all zeros of x 1 − c −1 a have a non-trivial relative degree in T 2 /T 1 by 1.1(b). But x 1 has rational zeros, as for example, the zeros of x q−1 m + 1 are (rational) zeros of x 1 . Therefore a cannot be an element of A × and hence a = 0 holds. This yields
Inductively we get
) and therefore σ(x i ) = cx i + a with a ∈ A. The zeros of cx i + a with a ∈ A × are non-rational because of their non-trivial relative degree in T i+1 /T i and x i has rational zeros. So only σ(x i ) = cx i is possible. For i = m however a = 0 is possible. Actually the Galois group of T m /T m−1 contains the maps with x m → x m + a. Finally we get σ(x m ) = cx m + a with a ∈ A.
Case II.1: Let q be even and m = 2. The above argument cannot be applied here, because all zeros of cx 1 + a are completely decomposed in T 2 /T 1 . But in this case A = F q holds and we get
Hence it follows that
. This is just the property as stated for even characteristic.
Case II.2: Let q be even and m ≥ 3. Because of
σ permutes the zeros of x q 1 + x 1 . But the zeros of x 1 are completely decomposed in T 3 /T 2 and the zeros of x q−1 1 + 1 are totally ramified in T m /T 2 . Therefore the cardinality of the support of x 1 and cx 1 + a with a ∈ A × differs. Consequently the zerodivisor of x 1 is invariant under σ and also the zerodivisor of x q−1 1 + 1. We obtain σ(x 1 ) = cx 1 . Now we can use the argument of case I, because the zeros of cx i + a have a non-trivial relative degree in T i+2 /T i+1 . By induction we get σ(
As in case II.1 we conclude
This finishes the proof.
Decomposition of P ∞
The automorphism group G m = Aut(T m /K) acts on the rational places of the norm-trace tower T m /K. In the preceding section we have established the stabilizer of P ∞ . Now we just need to determine the conjugated places of P ∞ in order to quantify the cardinality of G m . Of course the number of these conjugated places is the decomposition index Proof. We present automorphisms T m /K which send the above mentioned places to P ∞ . For the zero P a of x 0 − a with a ∈ A × we find the automorphism τ with
respectively with b ∈ A × , d ∈ A and e ∈ A d , which sends P a to P ∞ . With these properties we can describe all automorphisms with τ (P a ) = P ∞ . 
This holds by the proof of [5, Lemma 3.4] . We can find some automorphism σ of G m (P ∞ ) sendingx m to x m and hence Q 0,m to Q. Therefore P ∞ , Q 0,m and Q are conjugated. A zero Q of x 1 + a is uniquely determined bỹ
We find an automorphism ρ with ρ(Q 0,m ) = Q as following. First we choose a mapping σ of G m (P ∞ ) with
The above described automorphism τ with τ (Q 0,m ) = P ∞ and c = 1 sendsx m to
The composition ρ = τ • σ satisfies ρ(Q 0,m ) = Q as desired.
Finally we get the bounds of r ∞ by counting the rational places in the support of x q 0 + x 0 .
The Decomposition Tower
In this section we investigate some fixed fields of the automorphisms presented in Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 3.1. We will see that the decomposition fields of P ∞ form a subtower Z m /K of the norm-trace tower T m /K which is generated by a Kummer descent of degree q − 1. This subtower inherits good properties of the norm-trace tower and it turns out that its genus, number of rational places and pole numbers of P ∞ are proportional with factor q − 1 to those in T m /K. [T m :
The minimal relation for the extension
Hence we obtain τ (z i ) = z i for 1 ≤ i ≤ m − ε by (ab −1 ) q−1 = 1 and therefore Z m−ε is contained in the fixed field of G m (P ∞ P a ). The reverse inclusion also follows by (d) due to
(c) We get relative relations for z 0 , . . . , z m due to the (q − 1)-th power of the relations of the norm-trace tower
In particular we get [Z i+1 :
The stated equalites are obtained by
and
In particular [Z i+1 : Z i ] = q and [T i : Z i ] = q − 1 follows. Figure 1 shows parts of the Galois correspondence of the norm-trace tower or the decomposition tower respectively. 
The factors are pairwise different and hence R is completely decomposed in T i /Z i by the Theorem of Kummer (see [8, Theorem III.3.7] ). The zeros of
is equal to its q-th power. It is a zero of ϕ 0 (T ) due to
With our assumption d = b q−1 for b ∈ K we conclude that d is the only zero of ϕ 0 (T ) contained in K. By the Theorem of Kummer we get exactly one rational extension and several non-rational extensions of (z 0 − d) 0 in Z 1 /K. The rational extension R 1 satisfies 
also has exactly one zero contained in K. Therefore R 1 has exactly one rational extension R 2 in Z 2 /K. Proceeding inductively as above we conclude the proof of (c). 
This assertion is trivially true for i = 0. For the induction step i − 1 to i we assume that the assertion is true for k ≤ i − 1 with i ≥ 1. Obviously Q * 0,i−1 ∩ Z 0 totally ramifies in T 0 /Z 0 as zero of z 0 . With our induction assumption we get the ramification diagram as in Figure 2 . 
By the arithmetic formula n = e j f j (see [8, 
Hence s = q fulfills. This finishes the proof. 
According to the theory of Kummer extensions (see [8, Proposition III.7.3] ) only poles and zeros of z 0 ramify in T m /Z m with index
where gcd(·, ·) denotes the positive greatest common divisor. The resulting different exponent is 
(d) An integer n is a pole number of P ∞ in S m /K if and only if n · r is a pole number of P ∞ in T m /K.
The Full Automorphism Group
In the sections 2 and 3 we have computed a subgroup of G m = Aut(T m /K) which we conjecture to be the entire automorphism group of T m /K. This extends Aleschnikov's result for m = 1 in [1] . He proved that every rational place of T 1 /K outside x q 0 + x 0 has gap number q and hence these places cannot be conjugated to P ∞ . For m ≥ 2 and q ≥ 3 it might also hold that q m is a gap number of the rational places outside x q 0 + x 0 , but their Weierstraß groups are still unknown. With the computer algebra system Magma we checked that q m is a gap number outside x q 0 + x 0 for m = 2 and q = 3, . . . , 9. In contrast we also checked that q m is a pole number outside x q 0 + x 0 for q = 2 and m = 1, 2, 3. Therefore q = 2 is conjecturally an exceptional case. For (m, q) = (1, 2) the norm-trace tower is elliptic and hence its automorphism group is known and does not coincide with our exhibited group. For m = 2, 3 we queried Magma and received the result that T 2 /F 4 has 168 automorphisms and T 3 /F 4 has 96 automorphisms. In this section we present a proof that the exhibited automorphisms generate the full automorphism group of the norm-trace tower with height m = 2 in odd characteristic and m = 2, 3, 4 in even characteristic respectively. We will use the Hurwitz formula for the relative genus [8, Theorem III.. 4 .12] of T m /T Gm m in order to achieve bounds for the decomposition index r ∞ . First we consider the ramification of the field extensions
Proof. We already know that this assertion is true for the extension T m /Z m−ε by Proposition 1.1 and the proof of Theorem 4. (c) r ∞ = 2q 2 or q 3 (q − 1) ≤ r ∞ ≤ N 1 (T m ) for even q or m ≥ 3.
Proof. We assume that P ∞ is conjugated to a rational place R outside x We omit the calculations for odd q in this case since we will see that they are unnecessary. Comparing the inequalities (1), (2) and (3) with the inequalities in Proposition 5.4 we can prove our hypothesis. For m = 2 we have 2g 2 − 2 = 2q 3 − 2q 2 − 2q and g G = 0 (see Theorem 4.1). So case 2 holds. For odd q case 2(a) actually holds by Corollary 5.3. We get r ∞ ≤ 2q 2 + 2q + 2 + 4/(q − 2). This proves the hypothesis for odd q = 3 and m = 2. For even q and m = 2, 3 all cases imply our hypothesis. For even q and m = 4 case 2(b) is impossible by Corollary 5.3, while the other cases leads to the verification of our hypothesis.
Remark 5.6. We queried Magma for the automorphisms of the decomposition tower. It seems that Z m /K has only two automorphisms namely those generated by the "reflection" automorphism z i → 1/z m−i .
